An
Introduction
Women’s Adventure Expo CIC is a pioneering social enterprise celebrating,
inspiring and empowering women in adventure and exploration. Through
our events, online platform, partner-projects and growing international
network, we promote the achievements of leading female explorers and
adventurers, inspire others to take their first or next step, and connect
people and organisations to facilitate adventure with purpose. Be that
health and wellbeing, personal development, challenge and endeavour,
cross-cultural relationship building, scientific research or conservation.

today's event:
In 2018, the centenary year of women’s suffrage in the UK, The Women’s
Adventure Expo welcomes you to ‘The Heritage of Women in Exploration’,
a day conference full of talks and short films, all with the aim of discovering
and celebrating some of the pioneering female explorers of the past. Our
speakers today include academics, historians and modern-day explorers,
and they will bring to life many remarkable characters with personal accounts and photos, providing a fascinating new insight into a little-known
world.
From 7 pm, we will be hosting an additional evening event in the Ondaatje
theatre, ‘Women in the Polar Regions’ with guest speakers: Felicity Aston MBE,
and members of the Euro-Arabian and Ice Maiden expedition teams.
If you have any queries do not hesitate to approach a member of staff. We
hope you enjoy this exciting and unique event.

meet the
team
Tania John - Co-founder of Women’s Adventure Expo
Rebecca Hughes - Co-founder of Women’s Adventure Expo
Tessa Deterding - University of Bristol Intern
Esther Rosewarne - University of Bristol Intern
Holly McGowan Hayes - Volunteer
Emma Huggett - Programme Design

programme:

Presentations:
Dr Sarah Evans
mapping out terra incognita: women and
the royal geographical society
Sarah will explore women’s involvement with the Royal Geographical Society throughout history, focusing on their participation in RGS-supported
expeditions between 1913 and 1970. Key contexts will
be covered; from the earliest historical events - such
as debates surrounding women’s Fellowship in the
1890s - to the stories of the many women who have
since been involved with RGS expeditions. Sarah’s
talk stems from PhD research, and in this particular
session she will cover wide ranges in terms of historical era, expedition geography, and the backgrounds
and reception of the women themselves.

catherine edsell
marianne north: a kindred spirit
Defying the norms of the victorian era in which
she lived, Marianne North travelled through 5
continents and 17 countries over the course of 13
years, painting 800 botanical works in the
process. Although she was not a trained
botanical artist, her vibrant oil paintings
documented new species and were an
incredibly valuable asset to the biological
community. Catherine developed a connection
with Marianne after spending time in the places
that inspired the artworks: from a 7-year stint
in the jungles of Indonesia, Borneo, and Central
America, to the palm house of Kew Gardens.
In this talk, Catherine will explore the story of
Marianne North, and explain how she became a
gentle, yet influential artist, against all the odds.

jacki hill-murphy
why we should shout out for the early female
Jacki will take us on a whirlwind tour of the couraexplorers

geous early explorers; from Isabella Bird, who rode on
a yak across the Digar-La in Ladakh, to Mary Kingsley,
who pioneered a new route to the summit of Mount
Cameroon, and Kate Marsden, who sledged solo
across Siberia. Jacki will use these inspirational examples to highlight what we can learn from the travels
of these women, why many have been forgotten,
and why now is the time to celebrate these unique
adventuresses who travelled to break away from
the confines of their society and are still contributing
to the knowledge of our world.

jo bradshaw
junko tabei: a pioneering woman of many
mountaineering and social firsts

Jo will walk us through the first 36 years of Junko’s incredible life; from her poorly start in 1939 to being the first woman to stand on the top of Everest in 1975. Junko Tabei was a
pioneer, a motivator, a mountaineer, a teacher, a mother and so much more.
She was supported by her husband who she met on a ridge line in the Japanese Alps, a life partner who put his own mountaineering ambitions aside in
order for Junko to achieve hers. What a truly inspiring woman.

rosemary j brown
nellie bly in the sky

Crusading journalist Nellie Bly raced through
a ‘man’s world’ to beat the fictional record
set by Jules Verne’s Phileas Fogg in Around the World
in 80 Days. She won the race on 25 January 1890 and
became a global celebrity. 125 years later, Rosemary
Brown set out to follow in her footsteps. Both women
travelled alone, one by ocean liner and train, the other
by plane. One raced, the other didn’t. But, both Nellie
and Rosemary finished their 22,000-mile journeys with
book-length memories and a profound appreciation for
the kindness shown to them.

dr kate strasdin
an easy day for a lady: the clothing of early
women mountaineers
The second half of the 19th century saw ever growing
numbers of women taking to the hills and mountains of
the world & participating at the highest level. This presentation tells the stories of some of these women and
debunks the myths that surround notions of impractical
dress, acknowledging the reality of their achievements
on their clothing of choice. It also examines some of the
early performance sportswear specialists such as Burberry as they began to cater to women as customers.

dr alicia colson & penelope foreman
pioneering women in archeology
Archaeology requires its practitioners to explore
the archaeological record globally to investigate
the study of humanity’s past. It involves pushing
the frontiers of exploration, science, ideas, methods, theories and techniques and for women
being ‘baddass’ like Gertrude Bell challenging the
status quo socially and professionally. In this talk,
Archaeology’s forgotten women will be presented on timelines among their peers and contemporaries from the beginning of the profession, in
the 19th century to the present day. Alicia and
Penelope will explore the ongoing discrimination
in the profession, and share with us the stories of
the women who achieved great things in spite of
the problems within their field of work.

vanessa heggie
two lost women of scientific exploration (and
how not to find others)
Vanessa has recently written a book on the history of extreme physiology
and exploration; this talk is the story of how she discovered two women
involved in scientific expeditions whose roles had been hidden. Vanessa will
uncover the lost stories of Nea Morin, who participated in
Himalayan cardiological studies, and the completely unknown
female author of key antarctic data analyses from the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Vanessa will demonstrate how learning from these lost stories will help us to find
many more forgotten women.

elise wortley
women with altitude: In the footsetps of
alexandra david neel

In November 2017, Elise Wortley set out for the Himalayas to follow in the
footsteps of her heroine: the legendary female explorer, Alexandra
David-Neel. Alexandra is most famous for her daring 14-year trans-Himalayan
journey to Lhasa; getting by with rudimentary equipment and a simple disguise. Alexandra became the first western woman to be granted an audience
with the Dalai Lama, and was a pioneer in bringing Tibetan Buddhism to the
West. To really understand what it would have been like, travelling through
the mountains as a woman over 100 years ago, and to do Alexandra’s daring
journey justice, Elise decided that she would use and wear only what would
have been available to Alexandra in the early 1900s. This meant no modern
trekking equipment or technology whatsoever...

jessica pearson: shiminix films
an interview with myrtle simpson
Shiminix films had the pleasure of interviewing Myrtle Simpson last year. In
this short film, we will hear about Myrtle’s life, and how she still adventures
at the age of 87. Myrtle describes the adventures she forged for her children
during their childhood, the importance of creating amazing memories outside, and fostering a passion for keeping active. Also, Myrtle sends a strong
message about societal perceptions of the elderly, and calls for a change in
widespread opinion of those who are seen as frail and vulnerable; adventure
and achievement should be accessible for all.

EXHIBITOR

Eternal Landscapes Mongolia is a social travel
entrepreneurship that offers exciting adventure
and cultural experiences that support the local
communities through which you travel and focus
on the real 21st Century Mongolia.

The UK Antarctic Heritage Trust is a charity responsible for conserving and
managing historic sites on the Antarctic Peninsula. Port Lockroy is our
flagship site and the most visited site in Antarctica and home to a small team
who run the base each Austral summer. In the UK we support a range of
educational activities and events to inspire people with the incredible legacy
of the men and women who pioneered British Antarctic
exploration and science.

a PRODUCTION COMPANY, A SCHOOL...A MOVEMENT
www.screenology.com

OggaDoon is based on the simple idea that clever comms gets you reach
and revenue. We specalise in high impact campaigns that use a nimble and
fresh approach to PR, brand and media. We work with businesses that have
passion and purpose, and who want to find clever ways to reach their audience,
increase their revenue. From B2B to B2C, co-ops to multi-national companies,
CICs to tech start ups, all our clients have one thing in common - authenticity.
www.oggadoon.co.uk

www.poseidonexpeditions.com @poseidonexp

women in the
polar regions
World record breaking polar explorer Felicity Aston MBE gives an
account of Women in the Polar Regions, covering history through to the present
day.

Felicity Aston mbe

British polar explorer Felicity Aston MBE is an author,
speaker, expedition leader and former Antarctic
scientist. In 2012 she became the first woman to ski
alone across Antarctica. It was a journey of 1744km
that took 59 days to complete and which gave her
a place in the book of Guinness World Records. Her
expeditions have included the first British Women’s
crossing of Greenland, a 6000km drive to the South
Pole, a 36,000km drive to the Pole of Cold, and
leading the largest and most international team of
women ever to ski to the South Pole.

q&A session:
euro arabian north pole expedition

Featuring Stephanie Solomonides and Misba Khan, two members of the
all-female Euro-Arabian Expedition team. This 2018 project brought together
an international group of women from across Europe and Asia, and saw them
ski together to the North Pole in April 2018. The Euro-Arabian expedition has
shown how adventure and exploration can be used to inspire and empower
women of all backgrounds and build bridges between nations. Stephanie and
Misba represented Cyprus and the UK respectively.

the ice maidens
Featuring three members of the team behind Expedition Ice Maiden, in which
six women (all of whom currently serve in the British Army or Army Reserve)
followed in Felicity Aston’s footsteps by becoming the first all-female expedition team to ski across Antarctica, coast-to-coast, with muscle power alone.
We will hear from Major Nics Wetherill, Major Sandy Hennis, and LSgt Sophie
Montagne.

event timetable:

the managing
menstruation in extreme
environments project
In 2017, The Women’s Adventure Expo CIC launched its very own research
initiative entitled ‘The Managing Menstruation in Extreme Environment
Project’ (MMiEEP for short). This unique project aims to identify and explore
issues surrounding menstruation in challenging environments, in order to
encourage women’s participation in sports and outdoor activities.
MMiEEP is a multidisciplinary, collaborative project involving academics,
explorers, volunteers, companies, and travel health practitioners. So far,
we have looked at many different factors, including types of environment,
travel duration, activities, age, health status, contraception status, cultural
background, and resources and practicalities in the field, including disposal or
waste management.
By means of an extensive online survey and numerous focus groups we
continue to explode the many menstruation-related issues faced by women
in sport and adventure, and are gradually collating data to build a detailed
picture of experience and practise. 2018 has already seen the project make
significant progress, with Esther and Tania presenting the initial research
results at the Northern European Conference for Travel Medicine (NECTM7) in
Stockholm back in May to the international travel health community.
Ultimately, MMiEP seeks to encourage solidarity between women, and
promote their health and wellbeing, and ultimately aims to produce useful
practical information for women and guidance for practitioners.
Menstruation is rarely talked about in this context, and with your help,
support, and participation, we hope to change that.
For more information on the project, blogs, updates, and our key research
survey please visit our webpage at womensadventureexpo.co.uk/MMiEEP

bursary scheme:
recipients
Many thanks to the many kind donations received through our crowdfunding
campaign, we have the pleasure of welcoming our bursary recipients to the
event today.
Named after the great explorer, Freya Stark, Freya Jansens is a keen
adventurer, as well as an avid campaigner for gender equality. Over the past
few years, she has been active in both of these fields in her native Australia;
from climbing mountains in Tasmania to promoting women’s rights in Congress.
At present, Freya is studying design at Central Saint Martins here in London.
Freya’s primary focus is the design of outdoor apparel for women, and her
plan is to use her design skills to pursue gender equality and empower women
through the adventure clothing she creates. Whilst she is here, Freya will be
sharing her experiences of today’s event with the online adventure community.
In so doing she will help us to promote the stories of the inspirational women we
will discover.
Hannah Wilson is a 2nd year Chemistry Student at the University of Glasgow
and a part time youth worker. She is currently living at home to save money to
go an adventure, this year to the Himalayas with the British Exploring Society.
Hannah says “I honestly have no idea what my plan in life is (but does anyone)
all I know is that I am absolutely addicted to adventure and really want to get
inspiration from the women who made it possible, as well
as actually talk to the women who have managed to make a career in something that I at the moment think of as impossible”.
“I really want to know more about the history of women, because as a Scot I
hear all about the men like David Livingstone, John Muir and Hugh Munro who
all made such an impact on exploring. But I really want to know more about the
women not just who made it possible but from the women today who continue
to make it possible, and a possible career. I would benefit from participating because I am at that point in my life where I have absolutely no idea what I want
to do in the future, but I know what I love and I really want to find an inspiration
on what I can achieve in the future”.

future projects
Social Impact Summer Internship Programme 2018
We are delighted to be part of this multi-university programme and will be
welcoming students Molly and Helen to join us over the summer for a social
research project ‘Exploring perceptions of adventure among ethnic minority
women in Bristol’.
Adventure and Wellbeing mini-conference 5th October 2018 - Bristol
We are pleased to be collaborating again with fellow Bristol social enterprise
Freedom of Mind CIC, building on our co-organised workshop Adventure and
Wellbeing held last year as part of the WAExpo2017 weekend activities. This
mini-conference will bring together academic researchers, outdoor specialists,
therapy practitioners and more to share evidence and experience.
WAExpo 2018 - 6th October 2018 - Bristol
We are super excited to host our 4th Annual WAExpo in Bristol on the 6th October at ‘We The Curious’. The event grows bigger this year, with an all access
event area outside our venue, engaging members of the public and encouraging more women to participate in adventure. Inside this year’s event we take
the best of our celebrated formula, inspiring and encouraging all abilities, with
leading female speakers, empowering participants with specialist knowledge
and showcasing the incredible achievements and stories of women adventurers. This year’s theme will be diversity, looking at how we include and share
opportunities with women of all life stages, abilities and backgrounds. The event
will also host a chat show with special guests from across the female adventure
spectrum. We have an exciting line up of speakers to announce later this summer, some familiar faces, some new to WAExpo! We will also be joined by many
brands who have something to offer women, both in information and products.
We are delighted to have some fantastic sponsors and we’ll be introducing
them to our community very soon. The day following WAExpo 2018 we will have
a host of activities for WAExpo participants to enjoy and maybe try something
new. For more information about WAExpo 2018, please visit our website which
will be updated soon with current information about the event.

We are pleased to announce that we
will have a special feature in the
September issue of Intrepid
Magazine, covering our June events
- The Heritage of Women in
Exploration and Women in the
Polar Regions.
Pre-order the special edition at
www.intrepid-magazine.com

www.emmahuggettgraphicdesign.com

